
Approximation in Stohasti Integer ProgrammingLeen StougieEindhoven Tehnial Universityand CWI AmsterdamThe Netherlandsleen�win.tue.nl Maarten H. van der Vlerk �University of GroningenThe Netherlandsm.h.van.der.vlerk�eo.rug.nlSeptember 8, 2003Approximation algorithms are the prevalent solution methods in the �eld ofstohasti programming. Problems in this �eld are very hard to solve. Indeed, mostof the researh in this �eld has onentrated on designing solution methods thatapproximate the optimal solutions. However, eÆieny in the omplexity theoretialsense is usually not taken into aount. Quality statements mostly remain restritedto onvergene to an optimal solution without aompanying impliations on therunning time of the algorithms for attaining more and more aurate solutions.However, over the last twenty years also some studies on performane analysisof approximation algorithms for stohasti programming have appeared. In thisdiretion we �nd both probabilisti analysis and worst-ase analysis. There havebeen studies on performane ratios and on absolute divergene from optimality.Only reently the omplexity of stohasti programming problems has been ad-dressed, indeed on�rming that these problems are harder than most ombinatorialoptimization problems.Approximation in the traditional stohasti programming sense will not be dis-ussed in this hapter. The reader interested in this issue is referred to surveys onstohasti programming, like the Handbook on Stohasti Programming [31℄ or thetext books [2, 16, 29℄. We onentrate on the studies of approximation algorithmswhih are more similar in nature to those for ombinatorial optimization.1 IntrodutionStohasti programming models arise as reformulations or extensions of optimiza-tion problems with random parameters. To set the stage for our review of approxi-mation in stohasti (integer) programming, we �rst introdue the models and givean overview of relevant mathematial properties.Consider the optimization problemminx xs.t. Ax = bTx = hx 2 X;where X � Rn spei�es nonnegativity of and possibly integrality onstraints onthe deision variables x. In addition to the m1 deterministi onstraints Ax = b,there is a set of m onstraints Tx = h, whose parameters T and h depend on�The researh of this author has been made possible by a fellowship of the Royal NetherlandsAademy of Arts and Sienes. 1



information whih beomes available only after a deision x is made. The stohastiprogramming approah to suh problems is to assume that this unertainty anbe modeled by random variables with known probability distribution, and thento reformulate the model to obtain a meaningful and well-de�ned optimizationproblem. In this hapter we will use bold fae haraters for random variables, andplain fae to indiate their realizations.1.1 Stohasti programming modelsThe �rst important lass of stohasti programming models, known as reoursemodels, is obtained by allowing additional or reourse deisions after observing therealizations of the random variables (T ;h). Thus, reourse models are dynami:time is modeled disretely by means of stages, orresponding to the available infor-mation. If all unertainty is dissolved at the same moment, this is aptured by areourse model with two stages: `present' and `future'. Given a �rst-stage deisionx, for every possible realization q; T; h of q;T ;h, infeasibilities h� Tx are ompen-sated at minimal osts by hoosing seond-stage deisions as an optimal solution ofthe seond-stage problemminy qys.t. Wy = h� Tx;y 2 Y;where q is the (random) reourse unit ost vetor, the reourse matrix W spei�esthe available tehnology, and the set Y � Rn2+ is de�ned analogously to X . We willuse � = (q;T ;h) to denote the random objet representing all randomness in theproblem. The value funtion of this seond-stage problem, speifying the minimalreourse osts as a funtion of the �rst-stage deision x and a realization of �, will bedenoted by v(x; �); its expetation Q(x) := E � [v(x; �)℄ gives the expeted reourseosts assoiated with a �rst-stage deision x. Thus, the two-stage reourse model isminx x+Q(x)s.t. Ax = bx 2 X; (1)where the objetive funtion x+Q(x) spei�es the total expeted osts of a deisionx.Example 1.1 Consider the following prodution planning problem. Using n pro-dution resoures, denoted by x 2 Rn+ with orresponding unit ost vetor , aprodution plan needs to be made suh that the unertain future demand for mproduts, denoted by h 2 Rm, is satis�ed at minimal osts. The available produ-tion tehnology su�ers from failures: deploying resoures x yields unertain amountsof produts T ix, i = 1; : : : ;m. Restritions on the use of x are aptured by theonstraints Ax = b.We assume that the unertainty about future demand and the prodution teh-nology an be modelled by the random vetor (T ;h), whose joint distribution isknown, for example based on historial data.A possible two-stage reourse model for this problem is based on the followingextension of the model. For eah of the individual produts, if the demand hi turnsout to be larger than the prodution Tix, the demand surplus hi � Tix is boughtfrom a ompetitor at unit osts q1i . On the other hand, a demand shortage givesrise to storage osts of q2i per unit. The orresponding seond-stage problem and2



its value funtion arev(x; �) = miny q1y1 + q2y2s.t. y1 � y2 = h� Tx; � 2 �;y = (y1; y2) 2 R2m+ :De�ning Q as the expetation of this value funtion, we obtain a two-stage reoursemodel that �ts the general form (1).This partiular model type with reourse matrix W = (Im;�Im), where Imis the m-dimensional identity matrix, is known as a simple reourse model. Theinteger reourse version of this model, for example orresponding to the ase thatonly bathes of �xed size an be bought, will be disussed in Setion 3. /So far, we have introdued the reourse onept as a modelling tool to handlerandom onstraints, by means of speifying reourse ations with orresponding re-ourse osts. There is however another lass of problems for whih the (two-stage)reourse model is a natural approah, namely hierarhial planning models (HPM).Suh problems involve deisions at two distint levels: strategi deisions whih havea long-term impat, and operational deisions whih are depending on the strategideisions. For example, in the hierarhial sheduling problem disussed in Setion4, the strategi deision is the number of mahines to be installed, and the opera-tional deisions involve the day-to-day sheduling of jobs on these mahines. At thetime that the strategi deision needs to be made, only probabilisti information onthe operational level problems (e.g. the number of jobs to be sheduled) is available.Hierarhial planning models �t the struture of two-stage reourse models, withstrategi and operational deisions orresponding to �rst-stage and seond-stagevariables, respetively. Moreover, sine strategi deisions are typially �xed for arelatively long period of time, it is natural to use the expetation of the operationalosts as a measure of future osts.Unlike onventional linear reourse models (1), HPM are not neessarily formu-lated as (mixed-integer) LP problems, see our example in Setion 4. Nevertheless,despite these di�erenes in interpretation and formulation, we use the generi name(two-stage) reourse model to refer to both model types, in line with the stohastiprogramming literature.In many appliations new information beomes available at several distint mo-ments, say t = 1; : : : ; H , where H is the planning horizon. That is, we assume thatrealizations of random vetors �t = (qt;T t;ht) beome known at time t. This anbe modelled expliitly in a multistage reourse struture: for eah suh momentt = 1; : : : ; H , a time stage with orresponding reourse deisions is de�ned. Inompat notation, the multistage reourse model isminx0 x0 +Q1(x0)s.t. Ax0 = bx0 2 X;where the funtions Qt, t = 1; : : : ; H , representing expeted reourse osts, arereursively de�ned asQt(xt�1) := E �t �vt(xt�1; �t) �� �1; : : : ; �t�1 � ;where the expetation is with respet to the onditional distribution of �t given�1; : : : ; �t�1,vt(xt�1; �t) := minxt qtxt +Qt+1(xt)s.t. W txt = ht � T txt�1xt 2 Xt; 3



and QH+1 � 0 (or some other suitable hoie). In this hapter we onentrate ontwo-stage problems only.The seond main lass of stohasti programming problems onsists of probabilis-ti or hane-onstrained problems, whih model random onstraints1 by requiringthat they should be satis�ed with some presribed reliability � 2 [0; 1℄; typially,� 2 (:5; 1). Thus, the random onstraints Tx � h are replaed by the joint haneonstraintPrfTx � hg � �;or by m individual hane onstraintsPrfT ix � hig � �i; i = 1; : : : ;m:Sine we will not onsider hane-onstrained models in our disussion of ap-proximation results, we do not present them in more detail here.1.2 Mathematial propertiesIn this setion, we review mathematial properties of reourse models. This providesthe bakground and motivation for the disussion of approximation results.First we onsider properties of ontinuous reourse models. Some of the resultswill be used when we disuss the omplexity of this problem lass, and furthermorethey failitate the subsequent disussion of properties of mixed-integer reoursemodels. We state all properties here without proof. In the Notes at the end of thehapter referenes to the proofs are given.Remark 1.1 As before, all models are disussed here in their anonial form, i.e.,all onstraints are either equalities or nonnegativities. The models in subsequentsetions, whih also ontain inequalities and/or simple bounds, an be written inanonial form using standard transformations.1.2.1 Continuous reourseProperties of (two-stage) reourse models follow from those of the reourse funtionQ. In ase all seond-stage variables are ontinuous, properties of the value funtionv are well-known from duality and perturbation theory for linear programming, andare summarized here for easy referene.Lemma 1.1 The funtion v, de�ned for x 2 Rn and � = (q; T; h) 2 Rn2+m(n+1),v(x; �) = inf �qy :Wy = h� Tx; y 2 Rn2+ 	takes values in [�1;1℄.It is a onvex polyhedral funtion of x for eah � 2 Rn2+m(n+1), and it is onavepolyhedral in q and onvex polyhedral in (h; T ) for all x 2 Rn.If for some x the funtion v takes on the value +1 with positive probability, thismeans that x is extremely unattrative sine it has in�nitely high expeted reourseosts Q(x). From a modelling point of view this is not neessarily a problem, butin pratie it may be desirable to exlude this situation.On the other hand, the situation that v(x; �) equals�1 with positive probabilityshould be exluded altogether. Indeed, the value �1 indiates that the model doesnot adequately represent our intention, whih is penalization of infeasibilities.Finiteness of v is often guaranteed by assuming that the reourse is ompleteand suÆiently expensive.1Barring uninteresting ases, hane onstraints make sense only for inequality onstraints.4



De�nition 1.1 The reourse is omplete if v < +1, i.e., if for all t 2 Rm thereexists a y 2 Y suh that Wy = t.Assuming that Y = Rn2+ , ompleteness is a property of the reourse matrix W only.Suh a matrix is alled a omplete reourse matrix.De�nition 1.2 The reourse is suÆiently expensive if v > �1 with probability1, i.e., if Prf� 2 � : 9� 2 Rm suh that q � �Wg = 1.For example, the reourse is suÆiently expensive if Prfq � 0g = 1.From now on we assume that the reourse is omplete and suÆiently expensive.Then the reourse or expeted value funtion Q(x) is �nite if the distribution of �satis�es the following ondition:For all i; j; k the random funtions qjhi and qjT ik have �nite expetations.SuÆieny of this weak ovariane ondition follows from the representation of basifeasible solutions in terms of the problem parameters.The following properties of the reourse funtion Q are inherited from theseond-stage value funtion v.Theorem 1.1 Consider the ontinuous reourse funtion Q, de�ned byQ(x) = E � �inf �qy :Wy = h� Tx; y 2 Rn2+ 	� ; x 2 Rn:Assume that the reourse is omplete and suÆiently expensive.(a) The funtion Q is onvex, �nite, and (Lipshitz) ontinuous.(b) If � follows a �nite disrete distribution, then Q is a onvex polyhedral funtion.() The funtion Q is subdi�erentiable, with subdi�erential�Q(x) = Z� �v(x; �) dF (�); x 2 Rn;where F is the df of the random vetor �.If � follows a ontinuous distribution, then Q is ontinuously di�erentiable.Consider the speial ase that � follows a �nite disrete distribution spei�edby Prf� = (qk; T k; hk)g = pk, k = 1; : : : ;K. The �nitely many possible realizations(qk; T k; hk) of the random parameters are also alled senarios. It is easy to seethat in this ase the two-stage reourse model is equivalent to the large-sale linearprogramming problemmax x + KXk=1 pkqkyks.t. Ax = bT kx + Wyk = hk; k = 1; : : : ;Kx 2 Rn+; yk 2 Rn2+ : (2)Analogously, a mixed-integer reourse problem with �nite disrete distributionan be represented as a deterministi large-sale mixed-integer programming prob-lem. 5



1.2.2 Mixed-integer reourseMixed-integer reourse models do not posses suh nie mathematial properties;in partiular, onvexity of the reourse funtion Q is not guaranteed. Indeed, theunderlying seond-stage value funtion v is only lower semiontinuous (assumingrationality of the reourse matrix W ), and disontinuous in general.Also in this setting we are mostly interested in the ase that v is �nite. To havev < +1 we will assume omplete reourse, see De�nition 1.1. For example, thisondition is satis�ed if �W is a omplete reourse matrix, where �W onsists of theolumns ofW orresponding to the ontinuous seond-stage variables. On the otherhand, v > �1 if the reourse is suÆiently expensive, see De�nition 1.2, i.e., if thedual of the LP relaxation of the seond-stage problem is feasible with probability 1.Theorem 1.2 Consider the mixed-integer reourse funtion Q, de�ned byQ(x) = E � [inf fqy :Wy = h� Tx; y 2 Y g℄ ; x 2 Rn;where Y := Zp+ � Rn2�p+ . Assume that the reourse is omplete and suÆientlyexpensive, and that � satis�es the weak ovariane ondition. Then(a) The funtion Q is lower semiontinuous on Rn.(b) Let D(x), x 2 Rn, denote the set ontaining all ! 2 
 suh that h�T (om)x is adisontinuity point of the mixed-integer value funtion v. Then Q is ontinuousat x if Prf! 2 D(x)g = 0.In partiular, if ! is ontinuously distributed, then Q is ontinuous on Rn.1.3 OutlineAs mentioned above, solving stohasti programming problems is very diÆult ingeneral. Indeed, suh problems are de�ned in terms of expetations of value fun-tions of linear (mixed-integer) programming problems or indiator funtions (in thease of hane onstraints). This alls for the evaluation of multi-dimensional inte-grals, whih is omputationally hallenging already if the underlying random vetor! has low dimension, and beomes a formidable task for problems of realisti size.Even if the underlying distribution is disrete, the typially huge number of possiblerealizations may render the frequent evaluation of funtion values impratiable. InSetion 2 the omputational omplexity of two-stage reourse models is addressed.It is therefore not surprising that muh of the stohasti programming literatureis devoted to approximation of some sorts. For example, a key issue for reoursemodels is the onstrution of suitable disrete approximations of the distributionof the underlying random vetor. Suh an approximation should have a relativelysmall number of possible realizations, and at the same time result in a good approx-imation of the reourse funtion, at least in a neighborhood of an optimal solution.For hane-onstrained problems suh disrete approximations of the distributionwould destroy onvexity of the problem. In this ontext, fast and aurate approx-imation of high-dimensional (normal) distribution funtions reeives muh researhattention.We do not disuss these `typial' stohasti programming approximation issueshere. They, as well as related subjets suh as onvergene and stability, are overedin the Handbook on Stohasti Programming [31℄. Instead, we onsider approxi-mations as they appear in a number of other ways in stohasti programming andwhih are in spirit loser to approximation in ombinatorial optimization.Setion 3 deals with onvex approximations for integer reourse problems. Herethe problems themselves are approximated by perturbing the distribution funtions6



suh as to ahieve onvex expeted value funtions. The strength of this approxi-mation is that a bound on the absolute approximation error an be given, makingthis an example of worst-ase analysis of approximation algorithms.Hierarhial planning problems, whih are (integer) reourse problems, are dis-ussed in Setion 4. The key idea here is to replae hard seond-stage problems byeasier ones, whih asymptotially still give aurate results. Here the approah isprobabilisti analysis of approximation algorithms.In Setion 5 we will give one of the sare examples of an approximation al-gorithm for a stohasti programming problem for whih a onstant worst-aseperformane ratio an be proved. The example also shows again that stohas-ti programming problems are usually more ompliated than their deterministiounterparts.We onlude with a setion ontaining bibliographial notes on approximationin stohasti programming as reviewed in this hapter. It also addresses someinteresting open problems and new researh diretions in this �eld, major parts ofwhih are still unexplored.2 Complexity of two-stage stohasti programmingproblemsIn this setion we study the omplexity of two-stage stohasti programming prob-lems. The omplexity of a problem, in terms of time or spae to solve it, is relatedto input size. For eah instane a bound on the number of elementary omputeroperations or on the number of omputer storage units required to solve the prob-lem instane as a funtion of the size of its input indiates, respetively, the timeor spae omplexity of the problem. We will see that the way in whih the randomparameters in stohasti programming problems are desribed has a ruial impaton the omplexity.To illustrate this we start by studying problem (2), the deterministi equivalentLP formulation of the two-stage stohasti programming problem.If in the input of the problem eah senario (qk; T k; hk) and its orrespondingprobability pk is spei�ed separately, then the input size of the problem is just thesize of the binary enoding of all the parameters in this (large-sale) deterministiequivalent problem and hene the problem is polynomially solvable in ase the de-ision variables are ontinuous and NP-omplete if there are integrality onstraintson deision variables.However, onsider another extreme in whih all parameters are independentidentially distributed random variables. For example, if in this ase eah param-eter has value a1 with probability p and a2 with probability 1 � p, then there areK = 2n1+mn+m possible senarios. Hene, the size of the deterministi equivalentproblem is exponential in the dimension of the parameter spae, whih is essentiallythe size required to enode the input. The omplexity hanges orrespondingly, aswill beome lear below.Let us onsider models wherein all random (seond-stage) parameters are in-dependently and disretely distributed. We will establish ℄P -hardness of the eval-uation of the seond-stage expeted value funtion Q(x) for �xed x. The lass℄P onsists of ounting problems, for whih membership to the set of items to beounted an be deided in polynomial time. We notie that stritly following thisde�nition of ℄P , none of the stohasti programming problems an belong to thisomplexity lass. We will use the term ℄P -hard for an optimization problem inthe same way as NP -hardness is used for optimization problems, whose reognitionversion is NP -omplete. For an exposition of the de�nitions and strutures of the7



various omplexity lasses we refer to [28℄.To prove ℄P -hardness of the evaluation of the seond stage expeted value fun-tion Q(x) we use a redution from the ℄P -omplete problem graph reliability.De�nition 2.1 Graph reliability. Given a direted graph with m ars and nverties, what is the probability that the two given verties u and v are onnetedif all edges fail independently with probability 1/2 eah.This is equal to the problem of ounting the number of subgraphs, from among all2m possible subgraphs, that ontain a path from u to v.Theorem 2.1 Two-stage stohasti programming with disretely distributed pa-rameters is ℄P -hard.Proof. That the problem is ℄P -easy an be seen from the fat that for any re-alization of the seond-stage random parameters a linear program remains to besolved.To prove ℄P -hardness, take any instane of graph reliability, i.e., a networkG = (V;A) with two pre�xed nodes u and v in V . Introdue an extra ar from v tou, and introdue for eah ar (i; j) 2 A a variable yij . Give eah ar a random weightqij exept for the ar (v; u) that gets weight 1. Let the weights be independent andidentially distributed (i.i.d.) with distribution Prfq = �2g = Prfq = 0g = 1=2.Denote A0 = A[ (v; u). Now de�ne the two-stage stohasti programming problemmaxf�x+Q(x) j 0 � x � 1gwith Q(x) = E q [v(x; q)℄ andv(x; q) = max X(i;j)2Aqijyij + yvus.t. Xi:(i;j)2A0 yij � Xk:(j;k)2A0 yjk = 0 8j 2 Vyij � x 8(i; j) 2 A:The event fq = �2g orresponds to failure of the ar in the Graph reliabilityinstane. For a realization of the failures of the ars, the network has a pathfrom u to v if and only if in the orresponding realization of the weights thereexists a path from u to v onsisting of ars with weight 0. The latter aountsfor an optimal solution value x of the orresponding realization of the seond-stageproblem, obtained by setting all yij 's orresponding to ars (i; j) on this path andyvu equal to x, whereas yij = 0 for all (i; j) not on the path. If for a realization thegraph does not have a path from u to v, implying in the redued instane that oneah path there is an ar with weight �2 and vie versa, then the optimal solution ofthe realized seond-stage problem is 0, by setting all yij 's equal to 0, and heneforthalso yvu = 0). Therefore, the network has reliability R if and only if Q(x) = Rxand hene the objetive funtion of the two-stage problem is (R� )x.Thus, if  � R then the optimal solution is x = 1 with value (R � ), and if � R then the optimal solution is x = 0 with value 0. Sine R an take only 2mpossible values, bisetion allows to solve only m two-stage stohasti programmingproblems to know the exat value of R.By total unimodularity of the restrition oeÆients matrix in the proof, thesame redution shows that two-stage integer programming problem with disretelydistributed parameters is ℄P -hard.Given a ℄P -orale for evaluating Q in any point x, solving two-stage stohastilinear programming problems (with disretely distributed random variables) will8



require a polynomial number of onsultations of the orale, sine Q is a onavefuntion in x, and maximizing a onave funtion over a onvex set is known to beeasy [26℄. Thus, two-stage stohasti linear programming is in the lass P ℄P = ℄P .Assuming a ℄P -orale for evaluating Q in any point x of a two-stage stohastiinteger programming problem, makes the deision version of this problem a memberof NP . The funtion Q is not onvex in this ase, but there are a �nite number ofpoints x that are andidate for optimality. Thus, the deision version of two-stagestohasti integer programming is in the lass NP ℄P .In ase the random parameters of the two-stage stohasti programming problemare ontinuously distributed, the evaluation of the funtion Q in a single point ofits domain requires the omputation of a multiple integral. Most of the stohastiprogramming literature on this sublass of problems is onerned with how to getaround this obstale. We give the omplexity of this lass of problems withoutproof.Theorem 2.2 Two-stage stohasti programming problems with ontinuously dis-tributed parameters is ℄P -hard, even if all stohasti parameters have the uniform[0; 1℄ distribution.The membership of this problem in ℄P requires additional onditions on theinput distributions, sine exat omputation may not even be in PSPACE.3 Convex approximations for integer reourse prob-lemsIn this setion we onsider onvex approximations for pure integer reourse models.For suh problems, the seond-stage problem is neessarily de�ned using only in-equalities. Moreover, in all models onsidered here only the right-hand side vetorh is random. The seond-stage value funtion is thusv(x;h) := miny qys.t. Wy � h� Tx; x 2 Rn; h 2 Rmy 2 Zn2+ ;where the omponents of W are assumed to be integers. Assuming omplete andsuÆiently expensive reourse as before, v is a �nite, disontinuous, pieewise on-stant funtion; in partiular, v is non-onvex. It follows from Theorem 1.2 thatthe integer reourse funtion Q(x) = Eh [v(x;h)℄, x 2 Rn, is ontinuous if h isontinuously distributed, but in general Q is non-onvex.However, for ertain integer reourse models, haraterized by their reoursematries W , a lass of distributions of h is known suh that the orrespondingreourse funtion Q is onvex. Thus, for suh integer reourse models we anonstrut onvex approximations of the funtion Q by approximating any givendistribution of h by a distribution belonging to this speial lass.Below we �rst apply this approah to the simple integer reourse model. Sub-sequently, we onsider general omplete integer reourse models, starting with thease of totally unimodular reourse matries.
9



3.1 Simple integer reourseThe simple integer reourse seond-stage problem is de�ned asminy q+y+ + q�y�s.t. y+ � h� Tx;y� � �(h� Tx);y+; y� 2 Zm+ ;where the indies + and � are onventionally used to indiate surplus and shortage,respetively. This reourse struture is obviously omplete, and it is suÆientlyexpensive if q+ � 0 and q� � 0 (omponentwise), as will be assumed from now on.It is trivial to �nd a losed form for the simple integer reourse value fun-tion. Due to the simple reourse struture, this funtion is separable in the tendervariables z := Tx:v(z;h) = mXi=1 vi(zi;hi); z;h 2 Rm;wherevi(zi;hi) = q+i dhi � zie+ + q�i bhi � zi�; (3)with dse+ := maxf0; dseg and bs� := maxf0;�bsg, s 2 R . Sine all funtionsvi have the same struture, we restrit the presentation to one suh funtion, anddrop the index. It is straightforward to translate the results below bak to thefull-dimensional ase.Given the losed form (3), it follows that the one-dimensional generi simpleinteger reourse funtion Q equalsQ(z) = q+Eh �dh� ze+�+ q�Eh �bh� z�� ; z 2 R; (4)where h 2 R is a random variable. Throughout we assume that Eh [jhj℄ is �nite,whih is neessary and suÆient for �niteness of the funtion Q.Lemma 3.1 Consider the one-dimensional simple integer reourse funtion Q de-�ned in (4).(a) For all z 2 R,Q(z) = q+ 1Xk=0Prfh > z + kg+ q� 1Xk=0Prfh < z � kg:(b) Assume that h has a pdf f that is of bounded variation. Then the right deriva-tive Q0+ exists everywhere:Q0+(z) = �q+ 1Xk=0 f+(z + k) + q� 1Xk=0 f+(z � k); z 2 R;where f+ is the right-ontinuous version of f .Theorem 3.1 The one-dimensional simple reourse funtion Q is onvex if andonly if the underlying random variable h is ontinuously distributed with a pdf fthat is of bounded variation, suh thatf+(s) = G(s+ 1)�G(s); s 2 R; (5)where G is an arbitrary df with �nite mean value.10



SuÆieny of (5) is easy to see, sine it implies thatQ0+(z) = �q+ �1�G(z)�+ q�G(z + 1); z 2 R; (6)is non-dereasing. Below we will make extensive use of the following speial ase.Corollary 3.1 Assume that h is ontinuously distributed with a pdf f whose right-ontinuous version is onstant on every interval [�+ k; �+ k + 1), k 2 Z, for some� 2 [0; 1). Then the funtion Q is pieewise linear and onvex, with knots ontainedin f�+Zg.Proof. Immediate from Theorem 3.1 and (6), sine f+(s) = G(s+1)�G(s) whereG is the df of a disrete distribution with support ontained in �+Z.To arrive at onvex approximations of the funtion Q, we will use Corollary 3.1to onstrut suitable approximations of the distribution of the random variable h.For future referene, we present the multivariate de�nition of the approximationsthat we have in mind.De�nition 3.1 Let h 2 Rm be a random vetor with arbitrary ontinuous or dis-rete distribution, and hoose � = (�1; : : : ; �m) 2 [0; 1)m. De�ne the �-approximationh� as the random vetor with joint pdf f� that is onstant on every hyperubeCk� := Qmi=1(�i + ki � 1; �i + ki℄, k 2 Zm, suh that Prfh� 2 Ck�g = Prfh 2 Ck�g,k 2 Zm.Returning to the one-dimensional ase, it is easy to see that the �-approximationsh�, � 2 [0; 1), of an arbitrary random variable h, satisfy the assumptions ofCorollary 3.1. It follows that the �-approximations of the funtion Q, de�nedfor � 2 [0; 1),Q�(z) := q+Eh� �dh� � ze+�+ q�Eh� �bh� � z�� ; z 2 R;are pieewise linear onvex approximation of Q, with knots ontained in f� + Zg.Moreover, it follows from Lemma 3.1 (a) and De�nition 3.1 thatQ�(z) = Q(z); z 2 f�+Zg:We onlude that, for eah � 2 [0; 1), Q� is the pieewise linear onvex funtiongenerated by the restrition of Q to f� + Zg. See Figure 1 for an example of thefuntion Q and one of its �-approximations.In the disussion above, no assumptions were made on the type of distributionof h. However, to establish a non-trivial bound on the approximation error, we needto assume that h is ontinuously distributed. This loss of generality is aeptable,beause for the ase with disretely distributed h it is possible to onstrut theonvex hull of the funtion Q.Theorem 3.2 Assume that h is ontinuously distributed with a pdf f that is ofbounded variation. Then, for all � 2 [0; 1),kQ� �Qk1 � (q+ + q�) j�jf4 ;where j�jf denotes the total variation of f .Proof. We will sketh a proof for the speial ase that q+ = 1 and q� = 0. Theproof for the general ase is analogous.Assume that q+ = 1 and q� = 0. Then the funtion Q redues to the expetedsurplus funtion g(z) := Eh [dh� ze+℄, z 2 R, with �-approximations g�(z) :=11
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Figure 1: The funtion Q and its �-approximation Q� (dashed) in ase h is expo-nentially distributed with parameter 5, q+ = 1, q� = 1:5, and � = 0:5.Eh� [dh� � ze+℄, � 2 [0; 1). Sine g(z) = g�(z) if z 2 f�+Zg, onsider an arbitrary�xed z 62 f�+Zg, and let z 2 f�+Zg be suh that z < z < z + 1.Using Lemma 3.1 (b) we �nd thatg(z)� g(z) = Z zz 1Xk=0 f(t+ k)dt:It follows from Lemma 2.5 in [20℄ that1� F (z)� j�jf2 � 1Xk=0 f(t+ k) � 1� F (z) + j�jf2 ; t 2 (z; z + 1);so that�1� F (z)� j�jf2 � (z � z) � g(z)� g(z) � �1� F (z) + j�jf2 � (z � z): (7)On the other hand, using Lemma 3.1 (a) we see thatg(s+ 1) = g(s)� (1� F (s)); s 2 R:Sine the funtion ga oinides with g on f�+Zg, and moreover g� is linear on theinterval [z; z + 1℄, it follows thatg(z)� g�(z) = (1� F (z))(z � z): (8)Together, (7) and (8) implyjg�(z)� g(z)j � (z � z) j�jf2 ; z 2 [z; z + 1℄: (9)Similarly, by omparing g(z) and g�(z) to g(z + 1), one obtainsjg�(z)� g(z)j � (z + 1� z) j�jf2 ; z 2 [z; z + 1℄: (10)12



For �-approximations of expeted surplus funtion g, the laimed error bound nowfollows from (9) and (10) on the observation that minf(z � z); (z + 1� z)g � 1=2.Analogously, the same error bound an be derived for the speial ase withq+ = 0 and q� = 1. The laim for the general ase then follows trivially.The uniform error bound of Theorem 3.2 an be redued by a fator 2 if thefollowing ombination of �-approximations is used. For � 2 [0; 0:5) and � = �+0:5,de�ne the pdff��(s) = f�(s) + f�(s)2 ; s 2 R ;where f� and f� are density funtions of �-approximations as before. The resultingonvex approximations Q�� of Q satisfykQ�� �Qk1 � (q+ + q�) j�jf8 : (11)It an be shown that this error bound an not be redued by using other onvexombinations of pdf of type f�.The error bound presented above is proportional to the total variation of the pdff of h. For many distributions, e.g. with unimodal densities, the total variation of apdf dereases as the variane of the distribution inreases. We may therefore expetthat the approximation Q� beomes better as the variane of suh distributionsbeomes higher.Finally, we remark that onvex approximations of the funtion Q an be rep-resented as (one-dimensional) ontinuous simple reourse funtions. The latterfuntions are de�ned like (4), exept that no rounding operations are involved.In the ase of �-approximations, the orresponding modi�ation of the underlyingdistribution is known in losed form [19℄.Lemma 3.2 Let h be a ontinuous random variable with df F with �nite meanvalue, and � 2 [0; 1). ThenQ�(z) = q+E('� � z)+ + q�E('� � z)� + q+q�q+ + q� ; z 2 R;where '� is a disrete random variable with support in �+Z and, for k 2 Z,Prf'� = �+ kg = q+q+ + q� Prfh 2 Ck�g+ q�q+ + q� Prfh 2 Ck+1� g:We onlude that simple integer reourse funtions an be approximated byontinuous simple reourse funtions with disretely distributed right-hand side pa-rameters, simply by dropping the integrality restritions and a modi�ation of thedistribution aording to Lemma 3.2. The resulting onvex problem an be solvedusing existing algorithms for ontinuous simple reourse problems with disrete un-derlying distributions.3.2 Complete integer reourseWe now turn to the muh more general lass of omplete integer reourse models.In addition to ompleteness and suÆiently expensive reourse, so that v is �nite,we assume that the reourse matrix W is integer (or rational, so that integrality ofW an be obtained by saling). We will see that also in this ase �- approximationsof the distribution of h lead to onvex approximations of the reourse funtion Q.13



In fat, if the reourse matrix is totally unimodular (TU) then this approah leadsto the onvex hull of Q. Below we �rst derive the results for this speial ase.Beause W is TU, the extreme points of the feasible set fy 2 Rn2 : Wy � hgare integral for any integer right-hand side h. However, in our reourse problem theright-hand side h�Tx is not an integer vetor in general. But sine Wy is integralfor all y 2 Zn2 we may round up the right-hand-side. Due to the assumption thatW is TU, we may now relax the integrality restritions on y, without hanging theoptimal value of the problem. That is,v(x;h) := miny qys.t. Wy � h� Tx; y 2 Zn2+= miny qys.t. Wy � dh� Txe; y 2 Rn2+ (12)= max� �dh� Txes.t. �W � q; � 2 Rm+ ; (13)where the last equality follows from (strong) LP duality.Sine the reourse struture is omplete and suÆiently expensive, it followsthat the dual feasible region � := f� 2 Rm+ : �W � qg is a bounded, non-emptypolyhedral set. Hene,v(x;h) = maxk=1;:::;K �kdh� Txe; x 2 Rn;h 2 Rm; (14)where �k, k = 1; : : : ;K, are the �nitely many extreme points of the dual feasibleset �.Thus, v is the maximum of �nitely many round up funtions, and hene non-onvex. However, as we will see below, the reourse funtion Q is onvex if theunderlying distribution of h is of a ertain type. Analogous to the simple reoursease, this allows the onstrution of onvex approximations of Q by means of speialpurpose approximations of the distribution.To set the stage, we �rst study the expeted round up funtionR(z) := �Eh [dh� ze℄ ; z 2 Rm;de�ned for any �xed � 2 Rm.If m = 1, � = 1, and h is ontinuously distributed, thenR(z) = Eh �dh� ze+�� Eh �bh� z + 1�� ; z 2 R; (15)sine dse = dse+ � dse�, s 2 R, and dse� = bs+ 1� for all s 62 Z. The right-handside of (15) is very similar to the one-dimensional simple reourse funtion withq+ = 1 and q� = �1. Hene, in view of Corollary 3.1 it is not surprising that thisone-dimensional funtion R is onvex if h has a pieewise onstant pdf of the typespei�ed in that lemma. This result an be generalized to m-dimensional round upfuntions.Lemma 3.3 Let h 2 Rm be a ontinuous random vetor with joint pdf fh thatis onstant on every hyperube Ck� := Qmi=1(�i + ki � 1; �i + ki℄, k 2 Zm, for anarbitrary but �xed � = (�1; : : : ; �m) 2 [0; 1)m. ThenEh [dh� ze℄ = E '� ['� � z℄ = �� � z; z 2 Rm;where '� = dh��e+� is a disrete random vetor with mean value �� and supportin �+Zm, withPrf'� = �+ kg = Prfh 2 Ck�g; k 2 Zm:Hene, in this ase the round up funtion R(z) = �Eh [dh� ze℄, z 2 Rm, is aÆnewith gradient ��. 14



Proof. We use thatEh [dh� ze℄ = Xk2Zm Prfh 2 Ck�gEh �dh� ze �� h 2 Ck� � ; z 2 Rm: (16)For eah �xed k 2 Zm, Prfh 2 Ck�g is either zero or the onditional distributionof h given h 2 Ck� is uniform on Ck�. In that ase, the omponents of the vetorh are independent random variables on Ck�, with eah hi uniformly distributed on(�i + ki � 1; �i + ki℄, i = 1; : : : ;m. Hene, writing eah omponent as in (15) andapplying Lemma 3.2 to eah term individually, it follows thatEh �dh� ze �� h 2 Ck� � = �+ k � z; z 2 Rm: (17)Substitution of (17) in (16) proves the �rst laim.The seond laim follows trivially from the �rst one.Based on Lemma 3.3, we de�ne �-approximations of the funtion R: for � 2[0; 1)m,R�(z) := �Eh� [dh� � ze℄ ; z 2 Rm:In general, an �-approximation is neither a lower bound nor an upper bound. How-ever, sine R(z + k) = R(z)� �k, k 2 Zm, for every z, we see that R(z) + �z is aperiodi funtion, whih repeats itself on every set Ck�. Thus, de�ning�? 2 argminfR(z) + �z : z 2 [0; 1)mg ; (18)R�? is a lower bound for R, whih is sharp at every z 2 �? +Zm. By onstrution,the aÆne funtion R�? is atually the onvex hull of R.The omponents �?i , i = 1; : : : ;m, of the parameter vetor �? an independentlybe determined analytially in almost all pratial ases. If the marginal distributionof hi is ontinuous, one-sided derivatives of the funtion Ri(zi) := �iEhi [dhi � zie℄(analogous to Lemma 3.1) are used; if it is disrete with �nitely many di�erentfrational values in its support, the omputation of �?i is based on the diret rela-tion between these frational values and disontinuities of the lower semiontinuousfuntion Ri.Now we are ready to prove the main result for this lass of models with TUreourse matrix. Using the dual representation (14) of the value funtion v, wehave Q(x) = Eh � maxk=1;:::;K �kdh� Txe� ; x 2 Rn:Note that Q is not simply the pointwise maximum of a number of expeted roundup funtions R. However, the results above for the funtion R play a major role inthe proof of Theorem 3.3.Theorem 3.3 Consider the integer reourse expeted value funtion Q, de�ned asQ(x) = Eh �miny qy :Wy � h� Tx; y 2 Zn2+ � ; x 2 Rn1 ; (19)Assume that(i) the reourse is omplete and suÆiently expensive, and(ii) the reourse matrix W is totally unimodular.If(iii) the matrix T is of full row rank, 15



then the onvex hull of Q is the ontinuous reourse expeted value funtion Q�? ,de�ned asQ�?(x) = E '�? �miny qy :Wy � '�? � Tx; y 2 Rn2+ � ; x 2 Rn1 ; (20)where �? is de�ned by (18), and '�? is the disrete random vetor '�? = dh ��?e+ �? with support in �? +Zm, andPrf'�? = �? + kg = Prfh 2 Ck�?g; k 2 Zm:If ondition (iii) is not satis�ed, then Q�? is a lower bound for Q.Proof. We will prove that Q�? is the onvex hull of Q if T is of full row rank.The other ase then follows from Theorem 2.2 in [17℄.Assuming that T is of full row rank, we may onveniently onsider Q as afuntion of the tender variables z := Tx 2 Rm.First we will prove that Q�? is a lower bound for Q, and subsequently thatQ�?(z) = Q(z) for all z 2 �? + Zm. This ompletes the proof, sine all verties ofthe polyhedral funtion Q�? are ontained in �? +Zm.Using the dual representation (14) of the value funtion v, we haveQ(z) = Eh � maxk=1;:::;K �kdh� ze� ; z 2 Rm;and, analogously,Q�?(z) = E '�? � maxk=1;:::;K �k('�? � z)� ; z 2 Rm:Conditioning on the events h 2 Cl�? , l 2 Zm, we obtain, for z 2 Rm,Q(z) = Xl2ZmPrfh 2 Cl�?g Eh � maxk=1;:::;K �kdh� ze �� h 2 Cl�? �� Xl2ZmPrfh 2 Cl�?g maxk=1;:::;K �kEh �dh� ze �� h 2 Cl�? �� Xl2ZmPrfh 2 Cl�?g maxk=1;:::;K �kEh�? �dh�? � ze �� h�? 2 Cl�? �= Xl2ZmPrfh 2 Cl�?g maxk=1;:::;K �k (�? + l � z)= Xl2ZmPrf'�? = �? + lg maxk=1;:::;K �k (�? + l � z) = Q�?(z):The seond inequality is valid beause eah �k is nonnegative, so that the �-approximation �kEh�? �dh�? � ze �� h�? 2 Cl�? � is a lower bound for �kEh �dh� ze �� h 2 Cl�? �by the hoie of �?. The subsequent equality holds by Lemma 3.3.It remains to prove that Q�? = Q on �? + Zm. Consider a �xed �z 2 �? + Zmand a �xed l 2 Zm. Then dh� �ze = l�b�z is onstant for all h 2 Cl�, so that thereexists a �(�z; l) satisfying�(�z; l) 2 argmaxk=1;:::;K �kdh� �ze 8h 2 Cl�:Sine this is true for every �z 2 �?+Zm and l 2 Zm, it follows that, for z 2 �?+Zm,Q(z) = Xl2ZmPrfh 2 Cl�?g �(z; l) Eh �dh� ze �� h 2 Cl�? �16



= Xl2ZmPrfh 2 Cl�?g �(z; l) Eh�? �dh�? � ze �� h�? 2 Cl�? �= Xl2ZmPrfh 2 Cl�?g �(z; l) (�? + l � z)= Xl2ZmPrfh 2 Cl�?g maxk=1;:::;K �k (�? + l � z) :The seond equality follows from the fat that eah �-approximation is sharp on�+Zm. The last equality follows from the de�nition of �(z; l) and 'l�?�z = l�bz,z 2 �? +Zm.We onlude that if the reourse matrixW is totally unimodular, then the integeromplete reourse problem with reourse funtion Q an be approximated by theontinuous omplete reourse problem with reourse funtionQ�? . To onstrut thisapproximation, the integer restritions on the seond-stage variables are dropped,and the distribution of the right-hand side parameters is modi�ed aording toTheorem 3.3. The resulting ontinuous omplete reourse problem with disretelydistributed right-hand side parameters an be solved by existing speial purposealgorithms [2, 16℄.In partiular, if the matrix T is of full row rank, then solving the approximatingproblem will yield the true optimal solution, at least if the �rst-stage onstraintsare not binding.Finally, we drop the assumption that W is TU. In this ase, we will prove thatQ�? is a stritly better onvex approximation than the one obtained using the LPrelaxation of the seond-stage problem. The latter onvex funtion will be denotedby QLP , de�ned asQLP (x) := Eh �miny �qy :Wy � h� Tx; y 2 Rn2+ 	� ; x 2 Rn1 : (21)Theorem 3.4 Consider the funtions Q�? and QLP , de�ned by (20) and (21)respetively, whih both are onvex lower bounds for the integer reourse expetedvalue funtion Q, de�ned by (19).(a) Q�? � QLP(b) Assume(i) q � 0, so that 0 is a trivial lower bound for v and Q;(ii) there exists a subset L ofZm suh that the support 
 � Sl2L fh : h � �? + lgand Prfh < �? + l �� h 2 Cl�? g > 0 for all l 2 L.Then the funtion Q�? is a stritly better onvex approximation of Q thanQLP , in the sense that Q(x) > 0 implies Q�?(x) > QLP (x).Proof. As before, we ondition on the events h 2 Cl�? , l 2 Zm, to obtain, forx 2 Rn1 ,Q�?(x) = Xl2Zm Prfh 2 Cl�?g maxk=1;:::;K �k (�? + l� Tx) (22)and QLP (x) = Xl2Zm Prfh 2 Cl�?g Eh � maxk=1;:::;K �k (h� Tx) �� h 2 Cl�? � : (23)17



For eah l 2 Zm it follows from the de�nition of Cl�? = Qmi=1 (�?i + li � 1; �?i + li℄that �? + l � h for all h 2 Cl�? . Thus, for k = 1; : : : ;K, �k (�? + l � Tx) ��k (h� Tx) for all h 2 Cl�? , sine �k � 0. Substitution in (22) and (23) provesthat Q�? � QLP .To prove (b), we �rst show that Q(x) > 0 implies Q�?(x) > 0. To this end,de�neN(x) := ft 2 Rm : v(t� Tx) > 0g ; x 2 Rn1 :Then Q(x) > 0 if and only if Prfh 2 N(x)g > 0, whih is equivalent to Prfh 2intN(x)g > 0 sine N(x) is an open set. By De�nition 3.1, it follows that then alsoPrfh� 2 N(x)g > 0, whih implies Q�(x) > 0 for all � 2 [0; 1)m.Let x be suh thatQ(x) > 0, implyingQ�?(x) > 0. Then, sine eah term of (22)is non-negative by assumption (i), there exists an �l 2 L suh that maxk=1;:::;K �k ��? + �l� Tx� >0; obviously, any optimal solution �� of this problem satis�es �� 6= 0. For an arbitrarybut �xed �h 2 Cl�? suh that �h < �? + �l, it holds� ��h� Tx� � � ��? + �l � Tx� 8� � 0;with strit inequality unless � = 0. Let �̂ be an optimal solution of maxk=1;:::;K �k ��h� Tx�.Then there are two possibilities:(i) �̂ = 0, so that �̂ ��h� Tx� = 0 < �� ��? + �l � Tx�;(ii) �̂ 6= 0, so that �̂ ��h� Tx� < �̂ ��? + �l � Tx� � �� ��? + �l� Tx� :We onlude that, for all �h 2 C�l�? with �h < �? + �l,maxk=1;:::;K �k ��? + �l � Tx� > maxk=1;:::;K �k ��h� Tx� : (24)Sine Prfh < �? + �l j h 2 C�l�?g > 0 by assumption (ii), and (24) holds with weakinequality for all h 2 C�l�? , it follows thatmaxk=1;:::;K �k ��? + �l � Tx� > Eh � maxk=1;:::;K �k (h� Tx) ��� h 2 C�l�? � : (25)Finally, using that (25) holds with weak inequality for all l 2 Zm, we see from (22)and (23) that Q�?(x) > QLP (x).For example, ondition (b) (ii) of Theorem 3.4 is satis�ed if h follows a non-degenerated ontinuous distribution.Note that the distribution of '�? as de�ned in Theorem 3.3 is always disrete, nomatter what kind of distribution h follows. Thus, in partiular if h is ontinuouslydistributed, Q�? is not only a better approximation of Q, it is also omputationallymore tratable than QLP whih in this ase is de�ned as an m-dimensional integral.4 Hierarhial planning modelsConsider a two-level deision situation. At the higher level, aggregate deisions aremade onerning aquisition of resoures. At the lower level, one has to deide onthe atual alloation of the resoures. The time horizon for aggregate deisions insuh hierarhial deision problems may range from several months to a year. At thetime aggregate deisions are made muh detailed information of what will ultimatelybe required of the resoures is not yet known with ertainty. As mentioned in theintrodution, two-stage stohasti programming is the right tool to model the lowerlevel of hierarhial planning problems aurately, using stohasti parameters forwhih probability distributions are spei�ed. The objetive at the higher level is18



to minimize known osts at that level plus the expeted objetive value of optimallower level deisions.We fous on hierarhial planning problems with detailed-level problems whihare of a ombinatorial nature. This lass of problems inludes hierarhial shedul-ing problems, hierarhial vehile routing problems, and hierarhial knapsak prob-lems (apital budgeting problems). We will onsider the design and analysis of ap-proximation algorithms for suh problems. In management siene literature suhalgorithms are often alled hierarhial planning systems. We diverge here fromthe previous setion by not aiming at approximation algorithms for the stohastiinteger programming problem in whih all hierarhial ombinatorial optimizationproblems an be formulated, but instead at algorithms tailored to the spei� par-tiular hierarhial ombinatorial optimization problems. We use as an examplea hierarhial sheduling problem and apply probabilisti analysis to measure theperformane quality of an approximation algorithm for this problemConsider the following hierarhial sheduling problem. At the time mahinesare to be installed only probabilisti information is available on the jobs to beproessed. The two-stage stohasti programming model of this problem has toselet the number or the types of the mahines so as to minimize the installationosts of the mahines plus the expeted ost of proessing the jobs optimally on theinstalled mahines.In this problem, the mahines to be installed at the aggregate level are identialand work in parallel. Installation of eah mahine osts . A deision is requiredon the number of mahines to be installed. If x denotes this number, then theinstallation osts are x.There are N jobs to be proessed and eah job j requires proessing for a timetj , j = 1; : : : ; N . At the time the mahines are purhased, there is only probabilistiinformation about the proessing times of the jobs. A shedule of the jobs on theavailable mahines is feasible if eah job gets assigned one time interval of lengthequal to its proessing time on one of the mahines, and eah mahine proessesonly one job at a time. The makespan of a set of jobs is the time by whih thelast job is ompleted in a feasible shedule. The objetive is to minimize the sumof installation osts of the mahines and the expeted makespan of the jobs onthe available mahines. (To make dimensions ompatible assume, without loss ofgenerality, that the ost per time unit in the seond-stage shedule is equal to 1.)Let v�(x; t) denote the optimal seond-stage osts, whih is a random variable,a funtion of the random proessing times of the jobs t = (t1; : : : ; tN). Let Q(x) =Et[v�(x; t)℄ denote its expetation. Then the objetive is min z(x) = x + Q(x).Let x� denote the optimal solution.From Setion 2 we know that omputing Q(x) is a formidable task. Even if thedistribution of t would be given by disrete probabilities over a set of vetors, thedeterministi equivalent problem is NP-hard, sine omputing the optimal makespanof a set of jobs on more than one mahine is NP-hard. The approximation algorithmH onsists of replaing Q(x) by a simple funtion QH(x) as an approximate.Obviously, given a realization t of t, PNj=1 tj=x, the makespan of the shedulein whih all x mahines have equal workload, is a lower bound on v�(x; t):v�(x; t) � NXj=1 tj=x: (26)We hoose to take QH(x) = Et[PNj=1 tj℄=x as an approximate value for Q(x). If weassuming for simpliity that t1; : : : ; tN have equal mean � then QH(x) = N�=x.We solve the approximate problemmin zH(x) = x+QH(x): (27)19



zH(x) is a onvex funtion and dzHdx = 0 at x =pN�=. Sine the number of ma-hines must be integer we hoose xH equal to the value x 2 fbpN�=x; dpN�=xegthat minimizes zH(x). The outome of the approximation algorithm is then z(xH).Taking expetations in (26) yields Q(x) � QH(x). Hene z(x) � zH(x) for allx, and thereforemin z(x) = z(x�) � zH(xH ) = xH +QH(xH ) � 2pN�: (28)To estimate the quality of the approximation we aim to �nd an appropriate upperbound on zH(xH ) in terms of z(x�). It is well-known [14℄ that the list shedulingrule, whih assigns the jobs in an arbitrary order to the mahines and eah nextjob is assigned to the earliest available mahine, yields the following upper boundon the makespan for any number of mahines x given any realization t of t:v�(x; t) � NXj=1 tj=x+ maxj=1;:::;N tj :In partiular for xH , denoting tmax = maxj=1;:::;N tj and taking expetations yieldsQ(xH) � QH(xH ) +Et[tmax℄: (29)Hene,z(xH) � xH +QH(xH ) +Et[tmax℄: (30)Together, (28) and (30) give a bound on the worst-ase performane ratio of theapproximation algorithm.Lemma 4.1z(xH)z(x�) � 1 + Et[tmax℄2pN� :Probability theory (see e.g. [34℄) tells us thatLemma 4.2 If t1; : : : ; tN have �nite seond moments, thenlimN!1Et[tmax℄=pN = 0:This probabilisti result applied to Lemma 4.1 yields asymptoti optimality ofthe approximation algorithm.Theorem 4.1 If t1; : : : ; tN have �nite seond moments thenlimN!1 z(xH)z(x�) = 1:Proof. The ombination of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 implies limN!1 z(xH)z(x�) � 1.Clearly, z(xH)z(x�) � 1.The above shows something more than asymptoti optimality. In replaing theexpeted seond-stage optimal osts by an estimate, the NP-hardness of the seond-stage problem is not taken into onsideration. This ould imply that we take theestimate of a quantity that we are unable to ompute eÆiently one we obtain arealization of the seond-stage parameters (the proessing times of the jobs).However, as we have seen, asymptoti optimality is proved by omparing the so-lution given by the algorithm to a solution based on a polynomial time approxima-tion algorithm for the seond-stage problem. It implies that optimality is retainedeven if we use a simple approximation algorithm to solve the seond-stage problem.20



We ould also assess the quality of an algorithm that uses xH as the number ofmahines and list sheduling for the seond-stage problem on xH mahines. Thesolution value is a random variable zLS(xH ; t) = xH + vLS(xH ; t). One ouldwonder how lose this value is to the solution value of an algorithm that seletsx� mahines and upon a realization of the proessing times is able to selet theoptimal shedule on those x� mahines. Let denote this solution value by z�(x�) =x� + v�(x�; t).Or one ould even wonder how zLS(xH ; t) ompares to the solution value of anoptimal lairvoyant algorithm that is able to know the realization of the proessingtimes before deiding the number of mahines to be installed. In this ase theoptimal number of mahines beomes a random variable denoted by x0(t). Let usdenote the optimal solution value in this ase by z0(x0(t); t) = x0(t)+v�(x0(t); t).This is the solution of the model that in stohasti programming is alled thedistribution model. In more popular terms it is alled the wait and see model forobvious reasons opposed to here and now model used for the two-stage model. Theapproximation algorithm presented above appears to have the strong asymptotioptimality property that, again under the assumption that the random proessingtimes have �nite seond moments,limN!1 zLS(xH ; t)z0(x0(t); t) = 1;with probability 1, or almost surely. A sequene of random variables y1; : : : ;yN issaid to onverge almost surely to a random variable y if PrflimN!1 yN = yg = 1.The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1. Under some mild extra onditionson the random variables, whih are satis�ed for example if the distributions of allrandom variables have bounded support, this asymptoti quality guarantee impliesdiretly thatlimN!1 zLS(xH ; t)z�(x�; t) = 1;almost surely. It also implies the result of Theorem 4.1.The ideas used above in onstruting an asymptotially optimal approximationalgorithm for the two-stage stohasti sheduling problem are appliable more gen-erally. Given a two-stage ombinatorial optimization problem replae the valuefuntion by an estimate that is asymptotially aurate and use an asymptotiallyoptimal approximation algorithm for the seond-stage problem in ase this problemis NP-hard.5 Worst-ase performane analysisAs an example of worst-ase performane analysis of approximation algorithms forstohasti optimization problems we onsider a servie provision problem. Atually,to the best of our knowledge it is the only example of this type of analysis instohasti programming. In that sense, a rih researh area lies nearly unexplored.The problem we study onerns provision of servies from a resoure. For eahof a given set of servies there are requests from ustomers. In order to meet arequest for a servie, the servie has to be installed and one installed, the requesthas to be served. Both installation and provision of a servie requires apaity fromthe same resoure. The resoure has limited apaity. Eah request served yieldsa given pro�t. The problem is to selet a subset of the servies to be installed andto deide whih ustomer requests to serve, suh as to maximize the total pro�t byserving requests. 21



If all demands for servies are known in advane, the problem is NP-hard in theordinary sense and a fully-polynomial time approximation sheme exists.We study the problem with unertain demand for servies. The unertaintyis represented by a disrete probability distribution over the demands. The two-stage stohasti programming problem is to selet servies to be installed suh asto maximize expeted pro�t of serving requests for servies. We will show that thisproblem is strongly NP-hard. Thus, the omplexity of the problem inreases byintroduing stohastiity.We analyse the performane of an approximation algorithm for this problemunder the restrition that the resoure has enough apaity to install all servies.It may not be optimal to install all of them sine it may leave too little apaity forserving the requests.We start with formulating the problem as a two-stage stohasti integer pro-gramming problem. Let n be the number of servies and s the apaity of thesingle resoure. Let qj be the pro�t obtained from alloating one resoure unitto meeting demand for servie, j. Eah servie j requires a resoure apaity rjto be installed, whih is independent of the demand met. Demand is denoted bythe random vetor d 2 Rn, with dj denoting the demand for servie j. Binarydeision variables zj are used to indiate whether servie j is installed (zj = 1), ornot (zj = 0), j = 1; : : : ; n. Deision variable xj gives the amount of resoure usedto meet demand for servie j. The two-stage stohasti programming formulationbeomes:max Ed [v(z;d)℄s.t. nXj=1 rjzj � szj 2 f0; 1g j = 1; : : : ; n;with v(z;d) = max nXj=1 qjxjs.t. nXj=1 xj � s� nXj=1 rjzjxj � djzj j = 1; : : : ; n;xj � 0 j = 1; : : : ; n:The seond-stage problem is to set the values of the variables xj under two on-straints: the apaity onstraint ensuring that resoure apaity is not exeededand the demand onstraint ensuring that demand is not exeeded and met only forservies that have been installed. The onstraint in the �rst stage ensures relativelyomplete reourse; i.e. for every �rst stage solution that is feasible with respet tothe �rst stage onstraints, the resulting seond-stage problem is feasible for everyrealization of the random parameters.Let K be the number of senarios desribing the probability distribution ondemand, pk the probability that senario k ours, and dkj the demand for serviej in senario k. Given the senarios the the following deterministi equivalentlinear mixed integer program an be formulated, in whih we use xjk to denote theresoure alloated to providing servie j in senario k (we use a subsript instead
22



of supersript for k here beause of notational onveniene later on).max KXk=1 pk nXj=1 qjxjks.t. nXj=1(rjzj + xjk) � s k = 1; : : : ;K;dkj zj � xjk � 0 j = 1; : : : ; n; k = 1; : : : ;K;zj 2 f0; 1g; xjk � 0 j = 1; : : : ; n; k = 1; : : : ;K: (31)Though integrality onditions only hold for the �rst stage variables zj , if thedata, resoure apaity, installation requirements, and demands are integral, theseond stage will have an integer solution in every senario.Theorem 5.1 The stohasti single resoure servie provision problem is stronglyNP-hard.Proof. The natural reognition version of this problem obtained by introduinga number � and asking if there is a feasible solution with objetive value at least� is in NP, following diretly from the deterministi equivalent formulation. To seethat it is strongly NP-Complete onsider a redution from the well-known stronglyNP-Complete vertex over problem (see [13℄):Given a graph G = (V;E) with jV j verties and jEj edges and a onstant�, does there exist a subset V 0 of the verties, suh that eah edge in Eis inident to at least one vertex in V 0, and suh that jV 0j � �?For every vertex j 2 V introdue a servie j with installation requirement � =1�jEj . For every edge introdue a senario with demand 1 for the two servies inidentto it and demand 0 for all other servies. Let all senarios have probability 1jEj .De�ne qj = jEj 8j 2 V , s = ��+ 1 (resoure apaity), and � = jEj.If there exists a vertex over of size at most � then there is a solution to theinstane of the stohasti servie provision problem with total expeted pro�t atleast jEj. Install the servies orresponding to the verties in the vertex over. Thenfor eah senario (edge) at least one of the servies with demand 1 is installed. Thetotal apaity used by the installation of the servies is at most �� leaving at leastapaity 1 in eah senario to satisfy demand.The other diretion is a bit more ompliated. Suppose there does not exist avertex over of size � or less. Then installing all servies orresponding to a vertexover would use node apaity stritly greater than �� leaving stritly less than 1for meeting demand in eah of the jEj senarios, making a total expeted pro�t ofat least jEj unattainable. Installing any set of servies of size L < � would leave(� � L)� + 1 node apaity for meeting demand in eah senario. However, atleast one edge will remain unovered, implying that there is at least one senarioin whih both servies with a positive demand are not installed. With at mostjEj � 1 senarios the expeted pro�t will be at most (jEj � 1)((� � L)� + 1) �(jEj � 1)(��+ 1) = (jEj � 1)( 1jEj + 1) < jEj = �.As announed, we assume that Pnj=1 rj � s. Moreover, to failitate the expo-sition the assumption is made that no demand is higher than the node apaityminus the orresponding installation requirement: For any servie j in any se-nario k, dkj 2 [0; s� rj ℄. If neessary, this an be ensured by preproessing.The approximation algorithm that we will present is based on rounding theoptimal solution of the LP-relaxation of problem (31), obtained by replaing the23



binary restritions on the z-variables by 0 � zj � 1, j = 1; : : : ; n. To failitatethe exposition we assume, without loss of generality, that the resoure apaity s isequal to 1.Let (zlp; xlp) be an optimal basi solution of the LP relaxation. Let ` be thenumber of frational zlpj and let `w of these servies have rj � w for some 0 < w < 1to be hosen later. Let Z be the set of servies with zlpj = 1. By renumbering theservies if neessary, assume that 0 < zlpj < 1 and rj � w for j = 1; : : : ; `w and0 < zlpj < 1 and rj > w for j = `w + 1; : : : ; `. Write the optimal LP value as�lp = �lp0 + �lp1 + �lp2 (32)where�lp0 =Xj2Z KXk=1 pkqjxlpjk ;�lp1 = `wXj=1 KXk=1 pkqjxlpjk ;and �lp2 = X̀j=`w+1 KXk=1 pkqjxlpjk :Feasible solutions generated from the LP solution onstitute the approximationalgorithm, whih selets from those solutions the best one. The algorithm is there-fore a kind of rounding algorithm and we denote its solution value by �R. Let �OPTdenote the optimal solution value of the stohasti integer program.The �rst feasible solution is obtained by installing servie j if and only if zlpj = 1;i.e., install all servies j 2 Z. The remaining apaity is then alloated to servedemand for the installed servies in a greedy way, in order of non-inreasing qjvalues. Denote the resulting solution by (zG; xG) and its value by �G. Then,obviously,�lp0 � �G � �R: (33)The next set of feasible solutions is used to bound �lp1 . De�ne A =Pj̀=1 rjzlpjand note thatP`wj=1 xlpjk � 1�A for eah k = 1; : : : ;K. Partition the set f1; : : : ; `wginto I subsets, fSigIi=1, suh thatXj2Si rj � � + w i = 1; : : : ; Iand Xj2Si rj � � i = 1; : : : ; I � 1; (34)for some onstant � > 0 to be hosen later, suh that � + w < 1. Notie thatPj2SI rj is allowed to be smaller than �. In the algorithm this partition is made inthe most simple way, starting �lling set S1 until addition of the next servie wouldmake the sum of installation requirements exeed � + w. This servie is then the�rst one of S2, et.In the optimal solution of the LP relaxation at most 1 � A units of apaityare available for the x variables. Installing only the servies in one of the sets Si24



will leave at least 1� � �w units of apaity available. The x-variable values fromthe LP relaxation solution orresponding to servies in Si may be saled down, ifneessary, to use a total of no more than 1���w units of apaity in eah senario.For eah i = 1; : : : ; I we obtain a feasible solution (zHi ; xHi) with zHij = 1 forj 2 Si, zHij = 0 for j =2 Si, xHijk = xlpjk for j 2 Si, k = 1; : : : ;K and xHijk = 0 forj =2 Si and all k, where = 8<: 1� � � w1�A if � + w � A;1 otherwise: (35)The objetive value of solution (zHi ; xHi) is�Hi = Xj2Si KXk=1 pkqjxHijk =  Xj2Si KXk=1 pkqjxlpjk :Hene,�lp1 = IXi=1 Xj2Si KXk=1 pkqjxlpjk = 1 IXi=1 �Hi � I �R (36)By the assumption Pnj=1 rj � s and the de�nition of the sets Si (spei�ally (34))we have1 � nXj=1 rj � `wXj=1 rj = IXi=1 Xj2Si rj � (I � 1)�: (37)Thus, I � 1 + 1=� whih inserted in (36) implies that�lp1 � � + 1� �R: (38)The last set of feasible solutions onsidered by the algorithm onsists of installingeah servie j = `w+1; : : : ; ` (having rj � w) individually. Sine A =Pj̀=1 rjzlpj �Pj̀=`w+1 rjzlpj � wPj̀=`w+1 zlpj , we haveX̀j=`w+1 zlpj � Aw :Just installing servie j has objetive value qjE[Æj ℄, sine we have assumed that forany servie j in any senario k. dkj 2 [0; s� rj ℄. Satisfying the demand onstraintsimplies that PKk=1 pkxlpjk � E[Æj ℄zlpj . Altogether this yields the following bound.�lp2 = X̀j=`w+1 KXk=1 pkqjxlpjk� X̀j=`w+1qjE[Æj ℄zlpj� �R X̀j=`w+1zlpj � Aw�R � Aw�opt (39)Combining (33), (38), and (39) gives�lp � �1 + � + 1� + Aw��R (40)25



Theorem 5.2 Under the assumption that Pnj=1 rj � 1, the approximation algo-rithm has worst-ase performane ratio�OPT�R � (5 + 2p3):Proof. The hoie of w and � depends onA in (40). When A < 12 take w = 1� 12p3and � = � 12 + 12p3 and when A � 12 take w = � = 12A. In both ases w + � � A,and therefore  = 1���w1�A . In the former ase (40) leads to�opt � �lp �  1 + 2(1 +p3)(1�A)�1 +p3 + A1� 12p3!�R= �1 + (1 +p3)2(1�A) + 4(1 + 12p3)A��R = (5 + 2p3)�R:In the latter ase (40) leads to�opt � �lp � �4 + 2A��R � 8�R � (5 + 2p3)�R:We notie that so far tightness of the bound has not been established. Thereexist an instane in whih the ratio between the LP-bound and the optimal valueis 4 and an instane for whih the algorithm has ratio 2. The results show the pos-sibilities of ahieving worst-ase performane results for approximation algorithmsfor stohasti integer programming problems. It is worthwhile to stress one morethat the deterministi ounterpart of the problem, having the same number of bi-nary deision variables, is weakly NP-hard. Thus, the omplexity of the probleminreases by introduing stohastiity, even if it only means adding ontinuous de-ision variables for eah senario of the problem.6 NotesStohasti programming models date bak to the �fties [5, 3℄. Several surveys onstohasti programming have appeared of whih we mention here the introdutorybook of Kall and Wallae [16℄ and the omprehensive books by Prekopa [29℄ and byBirge and Louveaux [2℄. For surveys spei�ally on stohasti integer programmingwe refer to the hapter by Louveaux and Shultz in the Handbook on Stohas-ti Programming [31℄, and the survey papers Klein Haneveld and Van der Vlerk[21℄, R�omish and Shultz [30℄, and Stougie and Van der Vlerk [37℄. Resoures onthe Internet are the Stohasti Programming Community Home Page [4℄ and thebibliography [42℄.The fous in this hapter is on the two-stage reourse model. For a detaileddisussion of the multistage model and generalizations (inluding random reoursematries and nonlinear models) we refer to the Handbook on Stohasti Program-ming [31℄ or to [2, 16, 29℄.More about the important lass of hane-onstrained problems and the related(onditional) value at risk models an be found in the Handbook on StohastiProgramming [31℄. This lass is of problems is very well surveyed in [29℄ and [39℄.The mathematial properties of two-stage stohasti linear programming prob-lems have been derived by various people and at a rather early stage in the researhativities on stohasti programming. In partiular we refer to the overview byWets [45℄ and the monograph Kall [15℄. 26



The mathematial properties of two-stage stohasti integer programming prob-lems have been established muh more reently [36, 41, 32℄. Shultz [32℄ provedthe properties of the mixed-integer reourse funtion presented in Theorem 1.2. Inaddition, Shultz presented rather tehnial onditions for Lipshitz ontinuity ofthe funtion Q.The results in Setion 2 are seleted from [12℄. ℄P -ompleteness of the prob-lem graph reliability has been proved in [40℄. That exat evaluation of theseond-stage expeted value funtion may not even be in PSPACE in ase randomparameters are ontinuously distributed follows from a result in [23℄.Dyer and Stougie [12℄ also prove PSPACE-hardness of a spei� non-standardversion of a multi-stage stohasti programming problem if the number of stagesis onsidered to be part of the input. The omplexity of standard multi-stagestohasti programming remains unsolved.Kannan et al. [11℄ have designed a polynomial randomized approximation shemefor the two-stage stohasti programming problem with ontinuously distributedparameters and ontinuous deision variables, when the input distributions are re-strited to be log-onave. Their sheme relies heavily on the onvexity of Q, andtherefore annot be applied to the two-stage stohasti integer programming prob-lem.The idea in Setion 3 of approximating the expeted value funtion of a stohas-ti programming problem with integer reourse by a onvex funtion through per-turbing the distributions of the random right-hand sides is due Klein Haneveld etal. [20, 19℄. They implemented this idea for the ase of simple integer reourse. SeeVan der Vlerk [44℄ for a generalization to multiple simple reourse models, allowingfor pieewise-linear penalty ost funtions. The extension to the ompete integerreourse ase was done by Van der Vlerk [43℄.For the problem with simple integer reourse, the formula and properties inLemma 3.1 have been derived by Louveaux and Van der Vlerk [25℄, while the har-aterization of all probability distributions that lead to onvex expeted value fun-tions in Theorem 3.1 is due to Klein Haneveld et al. [20℄.The uniform error bounds on the �-approximation in Theorem 3.2 and on the��-approximation in (11) are from [19℄. There it is also shown that the latter errorbound an not be redued by using other onvex ombinations of probability densityfuntions of type f�. The error bounds are derived in ase the distributions of therandom right hand sides are ontinuous. For the ase with disretely distributed hit is possible to onstrut the onvex hull of the funtion Q, see [18℄.Algorithms for ontinuous simple reourse problems with disretely distributedright-hand side parameters an be found in e.g. [2, 16℄. Using the struture of suhproblems, they an be represented as relatively small deterministi LP problems.If the matrix W is omplete but not TU, then the funtion Q�? de�ned in The-orem 3.3 an be used as a onvex lower bounding approximation of the funtion Q,allowing to approximately solve the integer reourse problem by solving a ontinu-ous omplete reourse model. Although this approah is easy to implement and inmany ases will give better results than using the LP lower bound QLP , no (non-trivial) bound on the approximation error is known. Indeed, in most appliationsthe approximation will not be good enough for this purpose. On the other hand,beause of the properties disussed in Setion 3, the funtion Q�? is well-suited as abuilding blok in speial-purpose algorithms for integer omplete reourse models;several of these algorithms [1, 22, 27, 33℄ use the LP relaxation QLP for boundingpurposes.Hierarhial planning problems appear in many appliations in management si-ene. Usually the solution methods onsist of solving the problems at the di�erentlevels separately and glue them together. Dempster et al. [6, 7℄ gave the �rst math-ematially rigorous analysis of suh a hierarhial planning system. They presented27



the result on the hierarhial sheduling problem exposed in Setion 4. Their resulthas been extended to other hierarhial sheduling problems with di�erent types ofmahines and ommon deadlines for the jobs by Stougie [36℄.The notion of asymptoti optimality with respet to an optimal lairvoyantalgorithm was introdued by Lenstra et al. [24℄. In the same paper the authorsinvestigated a general framework for the probabilisti analysis of approximationalgorithms for hierarhial planning problems. They show impliations between thevarious asymptoti quality statements. Appliations of this framework on routingand loation problems appeared in [36℄, where also an survey of the above mentionedresearh an be found.The probabilisti value analysis of ombinatorial optimization problems whihare used in the estimates for the seond-stage osts form a body of literature on itsown (see for a survey [35℄).Setion 5 is extrated from work by Dye et al. [9℄. In the same paper a pseudo-polynomial time dynami programming algorithm is derived if the number of se-narios is �xed. The existene of a fully polynomial time approximation sheme forthis ase is open. NP-hardness in the ordinary sense of the deterministi oun-terpart of the problem was proved in [8℄. In the same paper a fully-polynomialtime approximation sheme has been presented for this deterministi problem. Allversions of the problem with multiple resoures are strongly NP-hard [10, 8℄.The setting of the problem is inspired by an appliation in teleommuniationdealing with provision of proessing based servies on a omputer network withdistributed proessing apabilities [38℄.Worst-ase performane analysis in stohasti integer programming with dis-retely distributed seond-stage parameters like the one presented in Setion 5 isan almost unexplored rih researh �eld with many hallenging questions.Referenes[1℄ S. Ahmed, M. Tawarmalani, and N.V. Sahinidis. A �nite branh and boundalgorithm for two-stage stohasti integer programs. Stohasti ProgrammingE-Print Series, http://www.speps.info, 2000.[2℄ J.R. Birge and F.V. Louveaux. Introdution to Stohasti Programming.Springer Verlag, New York, 1997.[3℄ A. Charnes, W.W. Cooper, and G.H. Symonds. Cost horizons and ertaintyequivalents: An approah to stohasti programming of heating oil. Manage-ment Siene, 4:183{195, 1958.[4℄ COSP. Stohasti programming ommunity home page. World Wide Web,http://stoprog.org, 2002.[5℄ G.B. Dantzig. Linear programming under unertainty. Management Siene,1:197{206, 1955.[6℄ M.A.H. Dempster, M.L. Fisher, L. Jansen, B.J. Lageweg, J.K. Lenstra, andA.H.G. Rinnooy Kan. Analytial evaluation of hierarhial planning systems.Oper. Res., 29:707{716, 1981.[7℄ M.A.H. Dempster, M.L. Fisher, L. Jansen, B.J. Lageweg, J.K. Lenstra, andA.H.G. Rinnooy Kan. Analysis of heuristis for stohasti programming: re-sults for hierarhial sheduling problems. Math. Oper. Res., 8:525{537, 1983.28
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